UC Davis Center For Plant Diversity and The Davis Botanical Society

Invite you to:

A Winter Botanical Tea in the Herbarium with an Exhibit of Rare Plants of California

WHEN: 4-6 PM Wednesday January 22, 2020

WHO: anyone with an interest in plants, history, and/or museums

WHAT: light refreshments and good company with a display of rare plants from California

WHERE: UC Davis Center for Plant Diversity, 1026 Sciences Laboratory Building, UC Davis Campus

WHY: Winter quarter is a great time to look at dead plant specimens indoors and to connect with other plant-enthusiasts.

Please contact Teri Barry (tcbarry@ucdavis.edu) or Jennifer Poore (jpoore@ucdavis.edu) if you have questions or would like more information. We look forward to sharing camaraderie among plant enthusiasts from different backgrounds. Please join us!